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About Our Club
PRESIDENT’S REPORT cont
The Sydney Bush
Walkers was formed
in 1927cont
for the purpose of bringing bushwalkers together; enabling them
PRESIDENT’S
REPORT
to appreciate the
great outdoors; establishing
regard for conservation and promoting social activities. The
PRESIDENT’S
REPORT acont
Club’s main activity is bushwalking but includes other activities such as cycling, canoeing and social events

Our Walks Program (published quarterly) features day walks on most Saturdays and Sundays, some mid week
walks and overnight weekend walks. Extended walks are organised in areas such as The Snowy Mountains, the
Warrumbungle’s as well as interstate i.e. Victorian Alps
Our meetings start at 8pm and are held on Wednesday evenings (see Social Program) at Kirribilli
Neighbourhood Centre, 16 Fitzroy Street, Kirribilli (near Milsons Point Railway Station).

Visitors and prospective members are welcome

Office Bearers
Members are welcome to contact the
following officers on club matters:
President:
9419 2507 (h)

Ron Watters
wattersr@bigpond.net.au

www.sbw.org.au

President’s Report
President Ron says:
86 new members have joined us since 1February.
Most encouraging. And nearly half are in their 20
and 30’s.

Vice President: David Trinder
9542 1465(h)

dt28@tpg.com.au

Secretary:

Helen MacDonald

8212 5468(h)

macdonald-helen@bigpond.com

Walks Secretary: Tony Holgate
9943 3388(h)

tholgate@optusnet.com.au

Social Secretary: Kathy Gero
9130 7263 (h)

kathygero@aol.com

Treasurer:

Leigh McClintock

8920 2386 (h)

mcclintock@unwired.com.au

Members Secretary: Brian Holden
4294 3074(h)

jholden6@bigpond.com

New Members Secretary: Jodie Dixon
9943 3388 (h)

newmembers@sbw.org.au

Conservation Secretary: Maureen Carter
9773 4637 (h)

moz.carter@pacific.net.au

Magazine Editor: Melinda Turner
4284 0616 (h)

editor@sbw.org.au

Committee Members:

Every day I receive more enquires from these
younger walkers.
Their enthusiasm is great to see. A number are
already out walking and some have already
completed their overnight Q walk. Well done!
Special activities are under way to provide
activities to encourage their participation and to
provide leaders to achieve this.
We want them to continue to full membership of
our great club. Social activities will move outdoors
and a range of suggestions have come forward.
Planning to make that happen is under way. If you
have suggestions, let’s have them.
Leaders: we want your help to identify those with
potential to lead an activity.
Tell Tony Holgate and Bill Hope - our Leaders
Group - and they will have a friendly and helpful
chat with our potential leaders to encourage them
to take on this role.
Leading is fun. You get to do the activities you
want in your style. It is a great way to meet other
members and make friends.
Do you visit our web site regularly?

Bill Hope
9960 1646(h)

bill.hope@optusnet.com.au

Vacant
Delegates to Confederation:
Wilf Hilder

walkingwilf@bigpond.com

Jim Callaway

9587 8661 (h)
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Well, you should. Keep in touch with the latest
news, short notice activities. Pages have recently
been added on abseiling, canyoning, car camping,
snow activities, kayaking, bird watching, knots and
knotting, cycling.
And for those of a philosophical bet an article
about cairns in the bush. Bound to attract some
late night discussion around the camp fire.
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From the Editor

President’s Report cont
Leader’s profiles are to be added to the Member’s
area. “Walk of the Month” with photos and “New
Member of the Month” are other proposals under
consideration
Our blog gives you the opportunity to interact with
other members of the club.
Don’t be shy; we want to hear from you.
To encourage a younger involvement in the
management of the club the committee has agreed
that the vacant position on the Committee of
member without portfolio – in other words a
general purpose special projects person to be filled
by a member with up to 12 months standing
I am looking actively for such a person
Many hands make light work. We have lots of skills
amongst our members.
I want to draw on them to solve our problems.

Hi everyone,
Exciting times are upon us.
New president, new committee, new website and
perhaps best of all, lots of new prospective
members joining us.
Welcome to all our new prospective members, we
look forward to seeing you on the track, (or off the
track as the case may be.) We hope you enjoy
yourselves, make the most of everything our great
club has to offer.
I am aware that many members will be receiving
this document online. I suggest you follow some of
the links provided in various articles. Karl Miller’s
article links to his AAWT blog and Ian Wolfe has
links to a wonderful variety of sites. These links
can lead us to worlds we never dreamed of. Open
them up!
A few points on the guidelines I am using to edit
the magazine and newsletters:

Let’s work together to make this year a vintage
one for SBW



Ron Watters





I enter articles in the order they arrive, unless
space demands I place them elsewhere.
I will try to include as many of your wonderful
photos as possible, again I may be limited by
space.
I will contact individual authors prior to any
substantial content changes.
Items of a personal nature will only be
published if approved by that person or it is
considered important to publish them at the
discretion of the Editor.

And finally, on a personal note I would like to
thank all those members who have contributed
articles, provided advice and offered support. This
magazine (and the newsletters) are dependent on
articles from you, so keep them rolling in.
Ron accepting the ‘symbols’ at this year’s Coolana
Reunion. Flanked by ex-presidents, Eddie
Giacomel, Helen Grey and David Trinder

I welcome input from all; let me know about your
great ideas.
Melinda

DO YOU WANT A HARD COPY OR A SOFT COPY OF THE MAGAZINE?
The Club would like more people to receive the magazine by email in order to enhance your enjoyment by
including colour photographs; to save money which can be spent usefully; to save paper and, to save
volunteers’ time.
The magazine is now sent out quarterly – by email to those who request it and by hard copy to those who
prefer it. The Newsletters will only be sent to those requesting email copies. No Newsletters will be sent
in the mail.
If you have not already replied to previous requests to send your email details in please do so now.
Members should send them to Brian Holden at jholden6@bigpond.com and Prospective Members send
details to Ron Watters at wattersr@bigpond.net.au.
If you are already receiving email copies, do nothing, we send you a big thank you.
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From the Committee Room
A summary of proceedings at the Committee Meeting on 1st April 2009.
The meeting opened at 7pm with 8 members present and 4 absent with apologies.
•

The Minutes for the March meeting were confirmed

Matters arising from the Minutes:
•

Adventure Activity Standards: The Committee agreed that they cannot rely on ORIC to reflect
our views, or on the Confederation of Bush Walking Clubs to speak on our behalf. Tony Holgate is
drafting a submission for review by the Committee

•

Membership Databases Consolidation Project: The Committee agreed that the prospective and
full member databases should be consolidated. An appraisal of suitable programmes, and an
estimate of cost involved for set-up, would be reported to the Committee at the next meeting.

•

Encouraging Greater use of Coolana: Agreed that greater use of Coolana is to be encouraged.
David Trinder and the Coolana sub-committee to put forward recommendations at the next
meeting.

•

Insurance: As the SBW insurance was due 31st March it was agreed to continue the policy with the
Confederation. It was also agreed that a quote should be obtained from AON so that comparisons
can be made between the two policies.

•

Recruiting more Leaders: The Committee agreed to form a sub-committee to look at ways of
identifying and recruiting more leaders. Tony Holgate and Bill Holland to put forward a proposal.

•

Unpaid Membership Fees: It was agreed that Members who have not paid subscriptions as at
30/6/09 be removed from the Membership list. Final reminders will be sent out and a list tabled
at July meeting before removal.

•

Collating Team: A letter will be sent to the current collating team thanking them for their
contributions to date. Due to the magazine now being electronic changes to the date and venue
for collating will be advised to the collating team.

•

Committee Member without Portfolio: Ron Watters put forward that this Member could
represent the ‘younger’ members of the club. Recommendations of a suitable Member to be
sought.

•

Advertising Manager: Ron Watters put forward that the Advertising Manager should approach
businesses personally with regards to advertising in the club magazine. Advertising brief to be
submitted to the Committee.

•

Distribution of Official Notices: A motion put forward to take out a subscription to mailout.com
at a cost of $23 per month for up to 1000 emails. The Committee agreed in principle and the Web
Team will continue to assess the 60 day free trial that is underway and report back to the
Committee.

•

Treasurers Report: Report received. Approval agreed for the following cheques - KBNC $300
(March room hire), Kathy Gero $52.20 (social activities), Dept of Fair Trading $45 (lodging
fee/annual return).
The Meeting closed at 9.15pm

Helen MacDonald

Attention All Members
If you have not received your membership fees invoice please contact
Brien Holden, our ‘Membership Secretary’ at: jholden6@bigpond.com
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Conservation Report
The most pressing problem facing all of us who have an interest in conservation right now is the
commercialisation of our National Parks in NSW by the State Government.
I attended the meeting on 28 February this year, organised by the National Parks Association and Colong
Foundation for Wilderness, which protested against the Government’s decision to adopt a report by a task
force on tourism and national parks last December. Over 100 concerned people attended and, sadly, as one of
the speakers pointed out, they were preaching to the converted.
However, it may not be too late, as activists work on preventing changes to the laws if possible and will
continue to proclaim their beliefs that new commercial development in national parks will not significantly
increase visitor numbers and result in money pouring into Government coffers. The February meeting, and
many submissions, point out that it would be far more productive to invest in providing accommodation and
services in nearby towns for visitors to our lovely Parks than developing private accommodation in our National
Parks.
For
a
background
to
this
issue
and
letter
http://www.npansw.org.au/web/conservation/tourism/tourism.htm

writing

campaign

go

to:

When walking in state forests, it is important to be aware of the risk posed by hunting activity.
legislation permits licensed hunters to access certain public lands also.

NSW

If you plan to walk in a state forest you should contact Forests NSW regarding any risks or hazards such as
approved hunting, hazard reduction burns or other operational activities. You can also obtain the name and
contact number of the duty officer on the day. The appropriate number to call can be found at
http://www.forest.nsw.gov.au/contactus/default.asp
The latest Colong Bulletin has articles on The RTA’s billion dollar by-pass; a Review of Federal Environmental
Laws; Discovering Mt Yengo; and, Kakadu, amongst others. You can support the Colong Foundation and
receive
their
regular
publications
by
contacting
them
on
9261
2400,
email:
foundation@colongwilderness.org.au; Website: www.colongwilderness.org.au
Autumn is a cooler time to visit some of our wonderful wild places and I wish you all, happy walking.
Maureen Carter

SBW shares historical ties with the Colong Foundation and the editor is happy to recommend it to all
members. Have a look at their website.

Have you looked at our website recently?
Make sure you check out the “Latest News Page’ which is regularly updated. There is a wide variety
of information there, including:
• Updates on Track Closures
• Upcoming Events
• Info on upcoming Remote Area First Aid Courses
Don’t ignore this valuable resource.
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Club’s newest ‘prospective’
prospective.
Congratulations to Ruth and Nick
Richter on the birth of their
beautiful son, Hugh.
Hugh was born on Feb 7 this year.
We look forward to this serene child
becoming a third generation SBW
member once he grows up.
Ruth, we appreciate all your efforts
as our past Secretary and wish you
and your family all the best for the
future.

Camping and Walking at Hat Head National Park - February 2009
Floods the week before, and a sewerage problem for
the town, gave us an anxious feeling as we headed
towards Hat Head Caravan Park at the start of the
week.
The Park
Manager
assured
me by phone that
all was OK and this
proved to be the
case.
Perfect
weather
in
a
perfect
rfect location for
a perfect week!
Ten of us attended;
Leigh McClintock, Kate and Barry Murdock, Fran and
Bill Holland, Jean Klovdahl, Rick Angel and Sue
Osborne, Jenny and Don Cornell.
Monday was getting there for most of us, although
two couples came in the day before. Some of us went
walking on the first afternoon with happy hour
greeting the last two to arrive.

buildings,
uildings, not only used as a convict prison but also as
an internment camp during the First World War.
On Wednesday, a nearby hill beckoned us and we
followed Leigh up a rough track up to the top.
Coming down was interesting as we could not find a
track consistent with the way we wished to go. So,
typically SBW, we fumbled and stumbled our way
down through the rough bush towards the
campground.
Wednesday
night
gave us a very
spectacular
thunderstorm
with
brilliant lightning and
low rolling thunder.
The wind came up
later and our well
anchored tarpaulin
gently lowered to the
ground.

Leigh McClintock had done his homework and led us
for
the
next
three days with
interesting walks
in the mornings
and
relaxing
afternoons. On
Tuesday
we
visited the old
historic prison at
Trial Bay. This
proved to be very
interesting. The notes in the museum

A walk to Smokey Cape Lighthouse near South West
Rocks beckoned us on Thursday. Up we went
following the road to the top – a look at the view then down to the beach. Then it was up and over
again and back to the cars. After this we separated,
some back to camp, some walking elsewhere and
others to the car left at South West Rocks. A stay in
the light house cottages may be on a future
programme.

provided a historical background to the old stone

Bill Holland

Hat Head National Park and South West Rocks are
certainly worth another visit.

Barry Wallace’s “Walks Report”.
Barry Wallace will no longer be presenting his regular “Walks Report”. Barry, we would like to thank
you for your contributions over many years. I am sure I speak for all of us when I say your articles
will be sorely missed. It will be difficult to find somebody who can equal your style and wit.
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The Australian Alps Walking Track (AAWT), An Extraordinary Walk.
By Karl Miller
Grade X 700km, +/- 27,000 vertical metres, 4 weeks.
Not many years ago the idea of walking a week for the Overland Track in Tassie drew a “you must be kidding!”
quickly from me. Later, I became aware of the epic US walks – AT, PCT, CDT and I subsequently purchased the
AAWT guide book.
Then suddenly, work was no longer an excuse. Our Bogong High Plains walk with Mark and Jenny at Christmas
became a reconnaissance mission. Could I do the AAWT physically? My weekend walks use Ultra-Light gear could I do weeks on end Ultra-Light and be comfortable? Could I fit in the AAWT, Easter and head to Europe in
mid April as well?
Ten days of frantic activity saw 34 meals, fuel, maps and sundry gear prepared and split into 6 drop boxes.
Buying the food took half a day, cooking curries a day. Food dehydration alone took 3 days x 24 hours x 2 units
x 4 trays and pre-packing the meals another two days. I sewed myself a new tarp and some shell trousers.
Maps were photocopied, guide books broken up. Gear and To Do lists were checked, modified and rechecked.
I don’t think I got to bed before 2am for a week.
Sat, 7th Feb, Clare and I drove our hire car south to place the food drops. It was seriously hot (40C) and
blowing hard in VIC. With drops 1, 2 and 3 in place we popped into the Omeo Police Station at 9pm to report a
tree down on the road. He made us aware of the serious fires, and listening to ABC radio as we headed for Mt
Hotham, the full horror unfolded as the first deaths were reported. Next day, we abandoned the final drop
and both flew back to Sydney.
Waiting two weeks for the fires to come under control, I used the time for a wet weather gear test in the Blue
Mts. Then, running out of time to do the AAWT and be finished by Easter, suddenly the “light came on” – I
would reverse the direction, start in the north and the fires would (hopefully) not be a problem by the time I
reached VIC. All the drop boxes had to be “rejigged” to move maps, food and consumables to their new
correct box. I clocked up another 1500km over two days revisiting every drop box. Finally I was in Canberra
and set to go.
One thing I wanted to do was record the details of the walk as I went. There is precious little information
available on the web about the AAWT. My Blog served as a safety backstop (that worked against us in one
instance). It allowed Clare, Mum & Dad and others to be involved. Dad was feeding through weather forecasts
and fire alerts to me and doesn’t know what to do with himself these days. You can check out the full details
of the walk at http://kz-on-the-aawt.blogspot.com/
I did find the AAWT tougher than expected. That said the AAWT will remain a highlight of my bushwalking
‘career’. Some sections are straight forward to the point of being boring. However, other sections require a
full set of bush walking skills to cope. There are surprising changes in track conditions, substantial re-growth,
and thick infestations of Blackberries, snakes appearing underfoot, missing track signage and not being sure
where the next water was coming from to contend with. They are all mentioned in the guidebook but tend to
be brushed aside as you read them. However, the reality is that they are very real problems that must be
addressed when you are out there. The southern sections are more demanding and I think tackling these when
you are fresh would be an advantage.
Highlights
Lowlights
Herds of Brumbies in KNP
Being crippled by a pair of socks
Blue Waterholes
“Overgrown fire trail”, “indistinct foot pad” and
“re-growth”
The huts of KNP
Morass Creek
Crossing the main range on a stunning day
The meaning of the “Dry Barries”
Thredbo R&R
Close calls with snakes
The Cobberras
Mind games of a dwindling water supply
Learning to manage water supplies
Johnnies Top and its water tank
Blackberries for breakfast
Thunder storm and dry out at Mt Wills
Mt Bogong revisited, Mt Hotham R&R
Viking / Razor Wilderness area
Elation to see Walhalla through the trees
The helpfulness of others

Exhaustion, frustration.
Searching for nonexistent signage
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The Australian Alps Walking Track (AAWT), An Extraordinary Walk cont.
And what the rest of us missed out on…

Water appears from nowhere in dry canyon

Brumbies in the Mist – KNP

Risen from the Ashes – O’Keefe’s Hut

Tarp converted to a water collector.

4 Mile Hut – Sheathed in Kero tins and just
big enough to swing a cat

Déjà vu – Clare’s idea of a R&R day is another
21k, +/- 750m, on blistered feet.

Left to Right. Mt Hewitt, Crosscut Saw,
Mt Buggery, Horrible Gap, Mt Speculation
at dawn. A “must do” ridge walk for all.
Page 8

The Viking, from Viking Saddle. Also
on the “must do” list.
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Hiking in the “Fall” in the Rocky Mountains National Park (USA) 27 Sept – 17 Oct 2008
I had hoped that the Fall colours would be good, I had read about the ethereal dimensions of the experience,
and the “Sceptic” in me had said “Oh Yeah?” However, having experienced the Zen like transcendental feeling
of Nature, on a number of occasion (XC skiing, seemingly on a carpet of diamonds, the “Cathedral aura” of a
Rain Forest, and the Sunset Plains extended….), I was optimistic.
Suffice to say that we experienced a number of stupendous moments, where all the party just “stopped”, and
absorbed the aura of the all encompassing magnificence. Imagine that you are walking in Lothlorian, in one of
Tolkien’s sagas, that you are strolling down a forest pathway carpeted with golden leaves, that the soft
afternoon light is reflecting off the tawny leaves to give a diffuse, all encompassing amber glow, and that the
slight breeze is wafting down a confetti of golden leaves – then imagine that this happens regularly, and then,
perchance…..., you will begin to appreciate the dimension of impact………. (and I trust that I have firmly reestablished my credentials as a SNAG amongst all those who think that I only lead Hard Trips!). One advantage
of there being lots of Walkers in the USA is that some of them dedicate their lives to taking fantastic
photographs:
http://imagesofcolorado.smugmug.com/gallery/1136357_6Uk34#52942585_QH5eQ
The participants were a glad bag of people that I had acquired from a range of sources. The most interesting
was Ron, a keen Outdoorsman and a Martial Arts Instructor (you would never pick him as such, as he was so
unassertive), who lived just out of Denver, who I had met Scuba Diving in Truk earlier last year (talk about 6
degrees of separation). Ron knew all the best places to go, and had occasional access to some Lamas to carry
our Packs – they are much better than Mules, as they can moderate their pace to walk with plodding humans,
gasping in the thin air. They are also fairly smart, and quite curious, so they are less hassle than Mules (also
distinctly cuddlier).
To get there you fly in and out of Denver, Colorado. The Main Web site to the National Park is found at:
http://home.nps.gov/romo/index.htm. Visit the Photo Gallery to get a feel for the stupendous scenery:
http://www.nps.gov/romo/photosmultimedia/photogallery.htm. Details on the hiking options are found at:
http://home.nps.gov/romo/planyourvisit/hiking.htm and more details on Backcountry options at:
http://home.nps.gov/romo/planyourvisit/backcountry.htm .
The good thing is that there are no Grizzlies in the Rocky Mountains National Park (they were shot out earlier
in the century), but there are about 30-50 Black Bears. However, at a ratio of 1 per 15 square kms they are
fairly infrequent – I think that I smelt one, but I will never know for sure….. There are also some Pumas, but
we missed out on seeing them this time (hardly anyone ever does). In any case, as long as you observe the
Protocols (i.e. sing) these are not a major issue.
The trip was primarily a series of long day trips with base camping at Camping Grounds or in low price
accommodation in the adjacent towns. The approach was based upon my experience in Glacier National Park a
few years ago, and it yielded maximum flexibility and maximum “views” for effort. It also lets us work “with”
the weather (always a good idea in the Mountains).
The Rockies are “high” and our initial base
was at the town of Estes Park which at
7,330ft is the same height as Kossie. It is
thus a good level to sleep at to
acclimatise. The initial weeks walking was
on the eastern side of the spine of the
Rockies out of Estes Park. Most of the
walking is on well formed and benched
trails which wind around the sides of hills
to attain the Passes.
Initially we did Hikes of around 15 miles,
up and down 2K ft to a maximum height of
9K ft. This was a good approach, as it
allowed us to overcome the jet lag,
acclimatise and get our mountain legs back
into action.

The Rocky Mountains
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Hiking in the “Fall” in the Rocky Mountains National Park (USA)
27 Sept – 17 Oct 2008 Cont.
Anyone replicating this trip would be well advised to have a similar approach, as the combination of jet lag,
altitude and medium fitness is a heady cocktail indeed.
Unfortunately the advice extends to limiting the intake of Red Wine and strong Coffee.
We were walking at the end of their season ( i.e. end September) and thus the normal extensive Shuttle Bus
system for getting to/from the Trail Heads was progressively shutting down. This is a pity, as late
September/early October is the best time for the Fall colours, and the Shuttle Buses provide a good means of
getting around and doing “Through” rather than “Lolly Pop” walks. We got around this by using hire/private
cars and a bit of hitch hiking (plus, I will admit, by some longer link legs for the nominated Driver…. Why is it
always me??).
The eastern side has a lot of Ponderosa Pine and wide glade like pastures. As these are reasonably heavily
populated by Elk (really BIG Deer) this is very pleasant walking. You do have to watch it when you transition
from field to forest, as the Elk lie down (with their necks fully stretched out on the ground) during the middle
of the day – and you can inadvertently approach quietly on a trail and find yourself in the middle of herd, at
quite close range – then to be surrounded by all these long, long legs and pointy antlers rising up out of the
ground (But “they” were fine).
Many of the trails go up or down valleys and link up with a Pass, with side trips up to the adjacent summits.
There are frequent Lakes to visit (with suitably stunning backdrops of encircling Mountain Peaks) and the
occasional Waterfall. The water is generally quite chilly and the Americans do not understand skinny
dipping……… Cross country travel is possible, but in the forests, due to the interlocking trunks of the deadfall,
best done downhill.
In the second week we went higher, and built up to a few 14Kft and 13Kft Peaks. I will admit that this entailed
a fair amount of puffing and panting, not to mention some decidedly drunken reeling and staggering. I thought
that our group may be getting a bit challenged, until we met a group of female Uni students in early 20s at a
Cairn, who were all sucking in the oxygen at a rate that precluded talking……..
We did have a mountain side try and fall on us, but my urgings to the party to complete the traverse of this
ledge before the sun warmed the ice covered rock was heeded. Thus, whilst we were sitting on a Moraine
looking at a very nice Circe Lake, our perusal was interrupted by an extremely large BANG; this heralded a
large rock avalanche about 500m away, right over the ledge we had traversed. Bits of rock shrapnel splattered
to within 100 metres, and I was just about to dive, in a very unseemly manner, into a funk hole, when it all
petered out. Life is good.
We did have some overnight trips. However, without Lamas, carrying 2-3 day packs at an average altitude of
10K ft, up and down 4K ft is hard work. So we had some really long day trips instead. It is remarkable how far
you can actually walk if you start at 6 am and finish at 7.30pm…. By these means we had covered 90% of the
available trails by the time snow came. I had anticipated this possibility, and thus Plan B was implemented.
This entailed driving West through some wonderful Beech filled valleys to get to the Flat Irons. These are a
range of Mesa shaped hills that look like old fashioned Irons. They are in State Forest rather than National
Park, and this led to a very pleasant conversation with the Ranger who was enthralled by my accent (poor girl,
she had never met an Australian). We had three days in the Flat Irons, which in “feel” are a bit like the Snowy
Mountains (i.e. large open tundra and dispersed forest). We did traverse the Devil’s Causeway, which is like
the Axeheads, but multiplied by 1,000 in every dimension. I was scared, and the female Ranger thoughtful
held my hand. We did have a bit of walking in snow, and the Walking Poles proved very valuable.
We drove out further to the West and came into the town of Meeka just on dusk. At this point the Banjos
began to duel, as the town was full of Deer Hunters, complete with carcasses strapped across the bonnets of
their Pickup Trucks. I saw so many overweight men in check shirts and Big Hats totting Guns and consuming
huge meals that I thought I had been transported onto the film set of “Deliverance”. But this was no
nightmare, it was real. We skedaddled.
To avoid the continuing blizzard in the Rockies we implemented Plan C, and headed South. An incredible two
days was spent traversing the Colorado National Monument (i.e. a Tier 1 Park) http://www.nps.gov/colm .
Please click on the attached to see the slide show and picture gallery of this unique geological site:
http://www.nps.gov/colm/photosmultimedia/photogallery.htm
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Hiking in the “Fall” in the Rocky Mountains National Park (USA)
27 Sept – 17 Oct 2008 Cont.
We eventually ended up at Mesa Verde, which has the best concentration of Ancestral Pueblo ruins in the USA,
refer: http://home.nps.gov/meve/. This civilisation got themselves caught in a vice of over population, global
warming, too many Bureaucrats and over exploitation of the Plateaus (sounds familiar?). Anyway, they
died out/ abandoned these marvellous cliff dwellings, thus leaving an area with a large range of very
interesting day walks.
By heading even further South we came to the 4 Corners (the common border of Utah, Colorado, Arizona and
New
Mexico)
and
thence
to
Monument
National
Park.
Refer
to:
http://www.nationalparkreservations.com/monument_valley.htm . The aficionados of John Ford’s Westerns
films, often featuring John Wayne (and more especially Linda Darnell), would be familiar with the area. They
say that Monument National Park is the 8th Geological Wonder of the World. Well, I have travelled over a fair
amount of this old world of ours, and seen a lot of sites. All I can say is that you need to go and see for
yourself. The towering blood red pinnacles of rock, with teetering columns of boulders climbing to the sky, are
ridiculously spectacular and improbable. In this area there are other great Parks such as Bridges and Bryce etc.
We did not have time to visit these, but they are now on “My List” – to do on Horseback (as you do…). There is
also the Colorado Mountain Club to link up with http://www.cmc.org/

Monument Valley

As you may have gathered
we
had
“pushed
the
envelope” for time, and had
to circle back to Denver with
some long road miles. We
broke
our
journey
at
Leaderville. This was once
one of the richest places on
earth for minerals, and is the
quiescent boom and bust
town. The found gold, it ran
out, they found sliver, it ran
out, they dug deeper and
found 3ft wide veins of near
pure silver, it ran out, and
then someone said “Why
don’t we assay this pesky
black sand that keeps
clogging everything up”,
it was laced with platinum…

This happened mainly in the 1860-90s, and the result is that this town is filled with Victorian era ginger bread
architecture (including an Opera House). Doc Holiday shot his last man here, Butch Cassidy robbed his first
Bank at Telluride (just nearby). The town is nestled below two branches of the Rockies with great XC skiing
opportunities and a very nice Hostel. Another “To Do” added to the ever growing “List”.
http://www.colorado.com/Leadville.aspx http://www.leadvilleusa.com/merchant.ihtml?id=228&step=2
Back in Denver, whilst we waited for the plane, we yielded to temptation, and visited the REI store. I had
been told that this is the “Mecca” for gear freaks, and it certainly was. Who would believe that there are over
100 different types of sleeping mat to choose from??
I should also mention that most of the small towns have a Public Library with free internet access. Due to their
extended opening hours we fell into a routine of coming back from a Day Trip, grabbing a quick shower, and
then spending 20 mins clearing emails/surfing for details of the next points of interest for the next day, and
then getting a meal. Many Cafés /Restaurants also have free Wireless, but you do need a Notebook/Laptop PC
and is makes Dinner fairly antisocial!
I will admit that I am becoming increasingly fond of the USA, of its wide open spaces, its magnificent youthful
geology, its curious food, and the generally very friendly people. Especially as they now have a government
that can spell “Democracy”, and hopefully “Foreign Policy”. I will be going back in late October this year, this
time to walk/canoe in the Everglades. I will have to experiment to see if I can sleep in a Hammock, in order to
avoid the Water Moccasins (snakes) (not sure if I would actually prefer Grizzlies and Pumas…). Oh yeah, Lauren
Bacall beckons, and so, as I will be close by, I will do some scuba diving off Key Largo.
Ian (Wanderlust) Wolfe
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Barrington to Bucketts Way – Easter 2009 - By Caro Ryan
Liz Wills (SBW), Sandra See (BC), Dug Floyd (BWRS), Caro Ryan – Leader (SBW, BC)
There’s nothing quite like a good dose of alliteration to get the imagination going. And so it was on Thursday
9th April that I found myself belting out Bernard (Fanning), Ben (Lee), Boney M, Britney and Bon Jovi, whilst
driving through Bulahdelah, on the way to Barrington. What a way to start an Easter walk!
Good Friday 10th April (Gloucester – Pol Blue – Junction Pools)
Three of us met at Gloucester station for the Sydney train just after noon and headed up to Pol Blue on the
Gloucester-Scone Road to meet Liz. After a quick re-pack and fly sharing discussion, we headed off at 1415.
Dug mentioned, ‘The most dangerous thing in the bush is a track.’ Sure enough when the 2nd edition toppo
doesn’t match the vague tourist tracks map, it’s time to pull the GPS out to confirm. Yes, we managed to
avoid Mistake Ridge (I think the name itself was a warning), as well as avoiding a sneaky Tiger Snake beside
the track as we headed for Junction Pools.
We arrived around 1645 at the Junction Pools car camping area, where there were about 8 different parties of
4WD’s and happy campers. A mix of young people and families – all friendly, nice and quiet. A beautiful spot
for car-camping, right on the Barrington River.
We found our spot right by the water’s edge and set up as it was starting to get dark. With the popularity of
the spot, finding firewood was a challenge – but we did well and before long had a lovely fire, with the river
bubbling past.
Saturday 11th April (Junction Pools – Careys Peak - Wombat Creek)
With an easy day ahead of us, we slept in until 0700 and left camp at 0900. A small recce was in order to find
the best crossing spot of the mighty Barrington River, as the usual one was underwater due to the recent heavy
rains.
As we ascended Aeroplane Hill with full packs, we walked through fields of Everlasting Daisies and met a group
of young day walkers also heading up to Carey’s Peak for lunch.
We reached Carey’s Peak for an early lunch and cuppa at 1130 and watched the black clouds start to roll in
when discussion started about camping below at Carey’s Hut, at least the shelter and fireplace would afford us
a nice evening. The decision wasn’t cemented however, so we left our packs and headed to Wombat Creek to
get water. On arrival we found it to be a nice flat, rainforest hollow, amongst ferns, Beech trees and the
sound of rippling water. There were already about 3 tents there and on the advice of the occupants, who said
we’d need an early start the following day to make Munro Hut (*), we went back and retrieved our packs. By
our return the tents had multiplied and there looked like being quite a number of people at this damp,
smorgasbord for leech’s campsite. Rather than stick around, we returned to the track turnoff and camped by
the rain gauge at the junction – much drier, higher, with more firewood and sweet solitude. We were glad we
did as more people kept arriving for the official Wombat Creek campsite below, including a group of about 10
Duke of Ed. girls from the special DofE Multicultural program from South West Sydney.
Rain started around 1730, but we were already half-way through dinner and cosied up in our fly’s and with
Sandra in her impressive Hubba, the Easter Bunny made an early visit.
Easter Sunday 12th April (Wombat Creek – Munro Hut)
Easter Sunday dawned slightly damp, but not enough to keep that sneaky Easter Bunny away or to stop us
getting the tricky brekky fire going.
With the guidebook “Tops to Myall Heritage Trail” saying that it was 21kms today, we set off at 8am. Closely
following the toppo, I realised at 1115 that in about 1 hour, we would be at the Hut. Talk about a mis-print
and mis-guided advice (*). With this new information, we set about having a 2nd morning tea/early lunch to
give us more time in the bush… besides, isn’t that why we were out here?
The Link Trail (Barrington to Gloucester Tops) passed by beautiful, ancient stands of Antarctic Beech, huge
(walking) tree ferns, myriad fungus and ferns. The ground was soggy in parts as we travelled along the ridge
tops with gentle undulations. Lyrebirds were calling throughout the day and up on the knolls we were treated
with a symphony of bird calls. I was lucky enough to see a Spotted Tailed Quoll bound out of the tree in front
of us and bounce away out of sight. It looked like a large ginger, spotted cat with an enormous tail. Little did
I know at the time that this was a threatened species!
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Barrington to Bucketts Way – Easter 2009 cont
Munro Hut appeared through the trees as the grey clouds started gathering closer together. This lovely
corrugated iron hut, with its central fireplace, is owned by the Newcastle Bushwalkers Club and is a great
spot. Hidden in the trees, perched above a creek with permanent water, the fireplace was soon roaring.
[Although I might add with a bit more effort required that expected! It was harder to get going than our
brekky fire that had been standing out in the rain during the night – bizarre!]
Easter Monday 13th April (Munro Hut – The Mountaineer)
The day dawned damp. It got damper. You know that kind of rain that is just a constant drizzle that gets into
everything? Well, we were in a rainforest after all!
Unperturbed, our small group of happy campers set off, paying our dues and sweeping the floor as we went.
This was the toughest day of the trip, with 23km ahead of us (although the next day was to be 28km) the
description of the terrain goes somewhat unmentioned in the guidebook, preferring to describe the flora and
fauna instead. We decided to add an extra 2kms to our day and started out to Gloucester Falls picnic area and
the Andrew Laurie Lookout where, through the drizzle, we had views down the Gloucester River valley where
tufted clouds sat in deep pockets.
As we continued around to the Gloucester Falls Lookout, the sound of the river bumping and crashing below
had me wonder about the crossing at the Ford. The water was thigh high on some and unfortunately for Liz,
just that awkward bit higher! Having two BWRS members in the party, we initiated one of the river-crossing
techniques that we had been taught and safely made it to the other side.
Two big rivers down, one to go.
Then began a day of ups and downs, such as I’ve
never seen. I am sure that the trails would have
been quite a feat for logging trucks of old,
particularly in the wet. Steep and slippery was
the call of the day.
If it wasn’t for the
particularly precipitous drops off the edge, it
would have been great to sit and slide down
them.. Weeeeeee – thud. The trees in this section
were a sight to behold.
Huge, towering,
monstrous. Covered in mosses, stag-horns and
ferns, reaching up into the skies. Green, green,
green.
As the Mountaineer beckoned, our water ran very
low. Ironic on a day like today, so much so that
the muddy clay pools on the track were starting to
look attractive.

Sandra and Liz by the fire in Munro Hut

Arriving at the (only just) 2-3 star rainforest campsite just before sunset, cold had started to set in for one of
our party, so we quickly set up our shelters, set-off down to the Telegherry River for water and changed into
our dry thermals and snuggled into oh so dry, soft socks, before some of us snuggled even deeper into our
toasty sleeping bags. Ahhh. This was the only night we didn’t have a campfire, much to Liz’s gasps of horror!
The scandal of it all! [I expect there will be letters ;-)]. However, with each fly having a stove, we all had
nice hot soup, drinks and dinner while snuggled up all dry and cosy.
Tuesday 14th April (The Mountaineer – The Log ‘Dump’)
Through the night as several raindrops fell, so too did small white fruits from the trees above. It was as
though a conspiracy of small critters were up in the green canopy playing sports to see who could hit the flys
the hardest. They tasted like a sour apple and were about the size of a thimble. None of us were flora
experts, so if anyone can tell us what these were – that would be great.
From the Mountaineer, it was an easy, fast walk along well formed and used firetrails down, down towards the
Karuah River – our final river crossing. The crossing at the ford was about 15m wide and running at just over
knee height. This time, we used a different technique to cross – preferred by the group for sense of security
and stability. We continued along the leech highway, waving Medusa like, before us up to the Thunderbolt’s
Ghost shortcut. (The burnt out tree stump looks a lot better in the sketch in the guidebook!) After a few
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Barrington to Bucketts Way – Easter 2009 cont
short showers of rain, we found ourselves up on the Berrico Road, a 2WD forest road with views across to the
southern farming plains below.
The Log ‘Dump’ really is a dump of a campsite, however options are very few and far between in the area.
Nevertheless, we settled in for a feast of an evening (for both us and the leeches) with LRB (Lemon, Rum,
Barley… not Little River Band), Roaring 40s blue cheese and of course, more Easter eggs.
Wednesday 15th April (Log Dump – Bucketts Way)
With the good quality of the firetrail before us (read: road bash) one member of our party thought we should
all sleep in until 1130 and wait for the car to drive up and meet us at the campsite.
Not to be swayed by such thoughts, we set off at 0800 and made good time heading further downhill onto the
plains.
Slowly, the forest gave way to grassy cleared hills, then the occasional shed and finally a house, with the
sound of moo-ing beckoning us on. We assisted a farmer on quad-bike moving his cattle - he was the first
person we’d seen since Wombat Creek.
The drivers met us about 1km from the Bucketts Way and we all piled in for a well-earned shower at the
Gloucester Caravan Park before heading for home.
A wonderful trip, with a good sense of distance travelled across the beautiful Barrington and Gloucester Tops
NP, Chichester and Avon State Forests.
Thanks to everyone who made this such a great trip!
Wildlife spotted along the way:
• Tiger snake
• Echidna
• Spotted Tai Quoil
• Paddymelons
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Blake Snake
Lyre Birds
Rosellas
Yellow Tailed Black
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Kangaroos/Wallabies
Cockatoos
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Northern Kosciuszko and Namadgi National Parks at Easter
The Party:
Course Summary:

Maureen and David Carter, Hiroko Clarke, Leigh McClintock (leader), Brian McGrath,
Ian Wolfe
Along the Australian Alpine Walking Track, from Long Plain Hut generally east about 60
km, to Orroral car park. Highest point – Murray Gap (1500 m ). Lowest point – Cotter
River (1070 m).

I lived in Canberra for many years, and became very fond of the mountains to its west and south.
Unfortunately, the great fires of 2003 and the subsequent drought have taken away some of the magic, but it’s
still great country. It’s a big slab of territory with no through roads, so access from Sydney is time-consuming.
Our trip involved about 1000 km of driving (including a 130 km car shuffle). Walking on the first and last days
was kept short, to allow us time to get there, and then to get home.
Our rendezvous was at 0930 on Good Friday, at the Namadgi Park Visitors Centre. Everybody was on time. We
moved two cars to the old Orroral tracking station site (the end of our walk), and then used the other two to
drive to Long Plain hut, via Adaminaby (great pies at the ever-popular bakery) and Kiandra.
We started off walking across the Murrumbidgee River and along the Port Phillip fire trail, where the traffic
was a bit like Pitt Street. Soon we turned off at Mosquito Creek fire trail, which is not open to general traffic.
From there on we didn’t come across any more vehicles, although much of the walk was on fire trails. We did
see a lot of horses, though. Easter is peak time for the trail riding outfits, and the area we walked on Friday
and Saturday is the heart of the KNP horse riding business.
After a two hour stroll we arrived at our lodge for the night – Hainsworth Hut. Built in the 1950’s, it “lacks
aesthetic appeal” (David Carter’s initial verdict), but
soon proved its worth. The rain came down just as we
were finishing dinner, and most of us retreated inside
for a dry night. We had the place to ourselves.

Hainsworth Hut

On Easter Saturday, we headed off to walk the 20 km
or so to Oldfields Hut. The track took us east to the
Cooleman Plain, before leading up and over the ridge
separating the Goodradigbee River from the
Murrumbidgee headwaters. Until the final climb, we
were mostly strolling through sub-alpine meadows. At
Ian’s suggestion, we dropped packs and detoured to
Old Currango Hut, dating from around the 1870s and
supposedly the oldest in the Kosciuszko area. It has
been restored beautifully – more like a museum than a
Hut.

Our lunch was cut short by rain, but it had stopped by the time we passed the turnoff to Pocket Hut. Most of
the party were in no mood for another detour, but Ian and Brian went to check it out, coming back with
enthusiastic reports.
Oldfields Hut has real character. It sits on the upper edge of a good sized clearing, which slopes down to the
Goodradigbee. Its position, good looks and accessibility (only about two hours from the gate on the
Tantangara Road) make it a favourite with walkers. There were already five people there when we arrived.
Ian and Brian claimed a room, but the rest of us decided to pitch our tents. More rain made it another early
night.
Day 3 involved crossing the range at Murrays Gap, descending to the Cotter River, and then climbing almost all
the way out of the valley on the eastern side. We camped just below Cotter Gap, where the forest opened up
to a grassy bog which had just enough puddles of water to get us by for the night. The distance covered was
about 20 km, mostly through the Bimberi Wilderness. We needed permits to camp in this area, and I had
managed to get six. Unfortunately, it meant I couldn’t take everybody who wanted to come. We had no way
of knowing how many people were in there; but for the record I can report that after we crossed into the ACT
we met one hiker and saw two tents!
Easter Monday saw us back to our cars by about 1030, another pie at Adaminaby at noon, and back to our start
point and the other two cars at 1300. It was not a trip where we had any incidents. No one did anything
amazing, we had no narrow escapes, and we didn’t suffer anything worse than blisters. Just the usual
relaxed, friendly SBW competence. My thanks to all my fellow walkers, for their company.

Leigh McClintock
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Walking with the Maestro
By Stephen Brading
Early on in the walk Phil “The Professor” called Don “The Maestro” and by the end of the walk it was clear
why.
Friday was a straightforward cruise starting at 8am down the well formed Gingra Track with many rest stops
and navigation training for prospective members. We camped at the junction of Gingra Creek and the
Kowmung River under the old horse yards three kilometres short of Dons planned campsite. Perhaps we had
taken it too easy?
Saturday started walking at 7.30am down the bank of the
Kowmung passing a five star campsite and the water board
flying fox and river flow gauge. The 580 metre (Level 3 by
our program definition) climb to the plateau with four day
packs was a challenge for the party. By setting a slow steady
pace Don got everyone up without issues. At lunch we
noticed aluminium markers for people travelling the other
way nailed to trees. Don’s navigation over the range was
perfect and it began raining on the way down. Once at the
Cox everything changed. The bank was overgrown with
weeds, there were slippery wet basalt rocks to negotiate
and climb over and the rain was not helping. Tired people in
these conditions mean accidents and Debbie took a couple
of nasty falls. At 4.30pm search for a place to camp turned up a one star campsite. Again we had not reached
the planned campsite. Fortunately the rain stopped allowing us to cook and eat. That night Don formulated a
plan for the party to split allowing one group to head across the Wild Dog Mountains (Wild Puppies) to Mobbs
Swamp and then on to Dunphys Car Park with the option to hitch to Blackheath. The other group would
attempt the remainder of the walk.
Kanangra Falls from Kanangra Plateau

On Sunday God smiled upon us. The predicted showers did not happen and walking up the Cox became much
easier. The party of twelve arrived at the bottom of Yellow Pup Point downstream of the K to K track at
10.45am after leaving camp at 7.45am. Here we divided into two groups. Don, Alitia, Greg, Libby, Glen,
Stanley, and Stephen who would continue the walk, while Phil, Ros, Debbie Karen and Shahram would head to
Mobbs Swamp. At 11am Don led the party of seven up and across the Cox, up the eastern bank of Kanangra
Creek climbing above the rock bluff and contouring above the creek at a pace that was similar to the K to K
day walk. We were now well into a 333 experience. Don maintained this pace down into Kanangra Creek
rainforest and up the creek locating remnant cow and horse pads from decade old memory. Awesome Stuff…..
We came across two separate pools a bit like miniature Ettrema Creek and had lunch and a dip in one. Further
upstream just below the Whalania Creek campsite we stopped at the Carlon family memorial at 1.30pm two
hours walking time from when we left the other party. Above Whalania Creek progress up Kanangra Creek was
slow as few people ever do it these days. Not only is the bush more overgrown but the country is rougher. We
reached Marooba Karoo Creek and a good campsite at 4pm. The plan was now to exit up the ridge via Marooba
Hill, Mt Marooea Karoo and Mt Goowong to access Roar Knoll on the K to K track 15 minutes walk from Mt
Cloudmaker. We were a couple of hours short of making the Thunder Bend campsite and had no chance of
exiting via Craft Walls as per program.
Monday began badly as Alitia was sick during the night. Don
distributed gear from her pack around the group and we
began the 900 metre heavyweight climb. This was a good
route rising in steps giving many rest opportunities in the
flatter areas. Don led the party slowly and steadily up the
hill and as Glen tired we utilised the “long tail” allowing the
party to spread out. Glen exceeded his personal best climb
height while carrying 5 litres of water, a fantastic effort. On
the top of Marooba Hill Glen joined the 600 metre club (look
forward to seeing you on some upper Blue Mountains walks,
Glen) and as we approached the impressive cliffs of Mt
Marooea Karoo the rain started. The scrub bash around the
Don, Libby and Glen
base of these cliffs reminded us how much better a clear
ridge top is to other overgrown routes. By the top of Mt
Marooea Karoo Glen was exhausted and throwing up. Fortunately Alitia was felling better and took all her gear
back which was replaced with a distribution from Glens pack.
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Walking with the Maestro cont.
Lunch was eaten just after Mt Goowong with Don’s fly set up to keep the rain off. Glen wanted to stop at
Gabes Gap but we pushed on seeking the shelter of the Crafts Wall caves. As we were all saturated I was
worried that the temperature would plummet as it often does and we would be really cold. We arrived at
Camping Cave around 4.30pm and collected water to add to the emergency 3 litres I had carried all day. Wood
was collected and a fire lit. Glen finally got some rest, and there was sufficient food and water to feed
everyone. It was just as if the extra night had been on the program all along.
Tuesday began with the early call before daybreak so we could start walking at 6am. Glen was still not OK and
his gear was shared out again. The weather was good and the views fantastic. We reached the cars at 7.30am
and drove home or back to the others after making lots of mobile calls.

When You Go Into the Woods Today – a Canadian bushwalk
By Roger Treagus
I and my family lived in Vancouver for almost a year so we had plenty of time to figure out the best walking
possibilities near the city. Being from Australia we tended to compare the local walking conditions to those
back home. After all Vancouver and Sydney had a lot in common: a spectacular harbour, a great geographic
setting for a major city, good public transport to trailheads and national parks close to town. We wanted to do
something like a Bundeena to Otford type walk, something reasonably long distance in bushland away from
built up areas and with public transport at each end to allow for a one way walk.
Vancouver certainly has it and it’s called the Baden Powell trail. It stretches 48km on Vancouver’s North Shore
through almost pristine bushland starting on the west coast and finishing at a deep sound running north into
the mountains. Like the Royal National Park version, this can be done in a day, but a long hard day, more like
an urban version of the K to K. But before I launch into a description of this fabulous track (trail over there) I
should point out some of the things walking near Vancouver does not have in common with Sydney. For
sunshine substitute rain, for beaches substitute mountains, for loud Oz birds substitute the more discrete
North American ones and most importantly for Oz fauna substitute black bears and native cats. This final
substitution is the most significant. When we walk in our bushland we may come across reptiles, perhaps the
occasional retiring snake and shy marsupial. Nothing to be worried about. (North Americans seem to think
there is clear and present danger as soon as they set foot off the bitumen in Oz from all manner of venom
packed creatures). But even on
the Baden Powel trail which is
within sight of the Vancouver CBD
there is the ever present threat
from bears and a lesser threat
from the big native cats such as
the Cougar. There’s no mistake
about this threat. Bears kill. North
Vancouver is like Sydney’s North
Shore, very well established,
prosperous and suburban BUT
people die in the bushland just
over the back fence so to speak.
You wouldn’t get this in Killara. On
visiting the “bear” tent at a North
Van fair I was astounded to be told
by the park rangers there that in
the last year there had been 245
bear sightings, some close to big
shopping malls and 3 fatalities in
the
North
Vancouver
local
government area. One such incident was a mountain biker streaking down a slope and unable to stop in time to
avoid a big black that jumped out blocking the trail ahead. She hit him and then he hit her. The threat is
seasonal, mainly in the berry season (late summer) and when mothers have their cubs. Woe betides anyone
who inadvertently gets between mother and cub. Apart from these times the chances of being even injured by
a North American mammal when doing the Baden Powel trail is probably less than 5 % and less again is you
carry a bell and shout a lot.
Having said all that I still highly recommend the Baden Powell, especially on the 20% of days in an average year
when it is not pouring (or even snowing above 300m where a good deal of the trail is). A local Vancouver
bus takes you to the start at Departure Bay near where the ferry terminals are for Vancouver Island. The trail
have distinctive markers like our Great North Walk except they are very small and may be missed. The walk
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When You Go Into the Woods Today – a Canadian bushwalk cont.
starts off in a very serious fashion and powers up to Cypress Mountain (site of one of the events of the 2010
Winter Olympics) at over 1000m with superb views across to Vancouver Island and south to the United States.
Once this is attained the hardest part is already over. The trail crosses a web of cross country ski tracks and
plunges to Capillano Lake, the local equivalent of Lake Burragorang, the drinking water for the city and a
place where walkers are not meant to go. But like Sydney’s example there is a special corridor for walkers to
pass through. Then the trail reaches the bottom of the Grouse Mountain gondola, a prime tourist attraction
where you can be whisked to the top of Grouse Mountain in a jiffy and marvel at the views. You can get there
without paying for the ticket by climbing on a track appropriately called the Grind. Instead of turning left and
doing the Grind you head straight on to Lynn Canyon, a superb patch of temperate rainforest with some
stunning waterfalls and suspension bridges. Following this valley downstream it is hard to appreciate that you
are less than 10km from the CBD.
After this another valley is crossed that drains off Mt Seymour which completes the trifecta of local ski resorts,
Cypress, Grouse and Seymour: Three to choose from and all less than 30 minutes from the city (on the
occasions when Vancouver’s traffic is actually unblocked on the north shore bridges). The trail finally comes
down from the bushland to the eastern suburb of Deep Cove and to a water scene not unlike Bobbin Head. A
local bus goes back to the City from there. Once a year people run this track which is called the Knee Knacker.
There are great views most of the way and you are never further than 2 km from the suburbs should you wish
to retire early.
This trip is a good warmer for other famous long distance trails such as the West Coast Trail on Vancouver
Island. The nearby Rocky Mountains have unending possibilities. The great North American coniferous forests
start right next to the highest suburbs up the North Shore slope as close as 5 km from the City and extend
north from here to the Arctic with very little interruption and very few people. So walk the walk when you are
there if the sun is out but be prepared. When you go out to the woods today you are sure to be surprised if
today’s the day the teddy bears have their picnic.

SSSS Trailwalker Team Member Required
The Sydney Sassy Senior Sheilas (“SSSS”) are seeking a suitable recruit for their team to participate in the
OXFAM UK Trailwalker event, scheduled for 18 – 19 July.
This is an annual event conducted in several countries, requiring teams of four to complete a course of 100km
within a given time. For this event, the cutoff time is 30 hours, though the SSSS will be looking to complete
the course well within that time. The prime purpose of the event is to raise money for OXFAM through team
sponsorship.
The course is along the South Downs Way, starting at Petersfield in Hampshire and finishing at Brighton on the
South Coast.
One of the SSSS’ long-established team has had to withdraw and the SSSS are seeking someone with the
appropriate ability to join the team. Preferably the person will be female and over 60 to fit the team’s
demographic to help its fundraising activities. However they will accept someone who does not fit these
requirements if they have to – even, under the direst of circumstances, a male!
There will be training walks around Sydney prior to the Trailwalker and the SSSS will be doing the UK Coast-toCoast Walk on 30 June to 14 July to warm up for the Trailwalker. Accommodation for this walk is already
arranged. If you are interested, please contact Jill Marcham on 9451 5505 (w) or 0439 728 749 (m).

BUSHWALKS WANTED FOR SBW SPRING PROGRAM 2009 –
What bushwalk ideas do you have?
We are so lucky in Sydney. We can easily walk in the mountains close by, in parks that
thread their way into the suburbs of Sydney, along beaches, through rainforest covered
mountain ranges or our awe inspiring Alps.
Do not forget the Oct long weekend!
Those walks you have always wanted to do, those walks others would love to do, SBW needs
your help! We need all trips; easy through to hard. There is also room for trips that look at
history, cultural or environmental issues. Or maybe a gourmet walk!

The Spring walks program is now being compiled, get those walk
to me as soon as you can.
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Walks & other activities 1 – 24 APRIL 2009
Leaders: - After an activity please write a short 2or 3 line report and a list of participants and send it to
brading123@optusnet.com.au. Keep the Walks Attendance Form as this is a legal document, send a copy of
the Walks Attendance Form to Ron by email. Thanking you in anticipation – Stephen

Date, Walk Location & Route
SUN 5 APRIL – Day Walk - 19km Foot track L322
Upper Blue Mountains – Upper Grose & Govetts Valleys
Victoria Falls - Blue Gum Forest - Perrys Lookdown - Pulpit Rock - Govetts Leap.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
Victoria Falls flowing fast and furious. Most water I’ve ever seen in it. Quite a few
leeches and lots of wet feet crossings. Blue Gum forest itself is relatively unaffected by
fires and now struggles with weeds instead! Fire damage seen further west up towards
Vic Falls. Good time made throughout the day, lunch in Little Blue Gum.
Everyone made it up Perry’s Lookdown in good time, some of us even singing as we made
it to the top. Mary Hosford was overheard yelling, ‘I LOVE IT!!!’ right at the top.
Great sunset and colours along the Grose as we got closer to Govetts Leap. Quick
change in the carpark – Autumn chill in the air and headed for the Ivanhoe with roast
dinner for $12 and for 50c extra… apple pie and cream!

SUN 5 APRIL – Q Day Walk - Exploratory M323E - Fire trail, foot pad & off track.
Lower Blue Mountains – Lower Grose Valley
Grose Rd gate – Falconbridge Point fire trail –Kariwoga Ridge fire trail – Springwood
Creek - Return
Two walkers came by train. Car share was used for the return trip.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
Walked Faulconbridge Ridge fire trail and Kariwoga Ridge to fantastic views of the lower
Grose and then on to lunch at a swimming hole …. Ooops, Springwood Creek and not the
Grose River. Steep sections provided a solid workout. A highlight was walking with such a
fit and capable group of prospective members. Dinner after the walk at the Lapstone
Hotel.
TUE 7 APRIL – Mid Week Day Walk - Easy
Metropolitan Area - North Arm Walking Track –Castle Cove
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
An easy walk through beautiful harbour side bushland. We will walk along the North Arm
of Sugarloaf Bay with some diversions and extensions, time permitting
FRI 10 APRIL – Day Walk - M222, Medium, 19 km
Upper Blue Mountains – Jamison Valley
Golden Stairs (Katoomba) to Mt Solitary, as far as Melville's Lookout. Return to Golden
Stairs via Ruined Castle.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
The weather was a little cloudy, but with many sunny periods as well. We had great
lunch spot on the southern clifftops of Mt Solitary with magnificent views across to the
Coxs River valley, Mt Cloudmaker, Kanagra Walls, and the Axehead Range. On the
return journey we included a sidetrip to the Ruined Castle for more great views.

SAT 11 APRIL – Day Walk - Medium, 11 km all on track
Mid Blue Mountains - Lawson to Wentworth Falls
Used 7:18 am Central Intercity train to arrive Lawson 9am.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
The track was originally opened by the Commissioner of Railways in 1931 and was well
used before the war but fell into disuse after the war It was rediscovered and reopened
by Dick Rushdon in !980 and further work was organised by Jim Smith and Wilf Hilder for
yet another reopening in 1986.

Activity
Participants
FFFFF - Fabulous
Females
Fall
Festival of Fitness
Caro Ryan
Melanie Freer
Kaye Birch
Mary Liu
Michelle
Goldstone(V
Marcia Kay (BC)
Sally Young (P)
Sandra See (BC)
Alitia Dougall (P)
Mary Hosford (P)
(BC) Bush Club
(V) Visitor
(P) Prospective
Melinda Turner
David Trinder
Stephen Brading
Pam Campbell
Shahram Landarani
Amy Hsieh (P)
Rocky Chou (P)
Neil Lang (P)
Skye O'Donnell (P)
Gary Morphett
Bill Holland
Helen Lallas
John Poleson

Nigel Weaver
Margaret Weaver
Dirk Goes
Melanie Freer
Margaret Carey
Kim Bailey
James Cryer
Jean Klovdahl.
Garry Morphett (P)
Lisa Ochs (P)
Zahir Islam (P)
Anthony Anderson
Crossing of the
Blue Mountains of
NSW - Day 4
Jim Percy
Michelle Martin
(P)
Andy Dier (P)
Helen Lalas (P)
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Date, Walk Location & Route
Lately a lot of track clearing and maintenance has been done by Ron Wheeler of BMCS. It
includes well designed tracks with access to caves/overhangs that were setup as
refreshment and emergency shelters. Bridges which are long gone were installed at the
two largest creeks and ladders were installed at required locations to allow negotiation
of smallish cliff lines
SAT 11 APRIL – Day Walk - M221, 12 km On track and foot pad
Upper Blue Mountains – Jamison Valley
Leura - Fairmont Resort - Roberts Pass - Lindemans Pass - base of Sublime Point and
Gordon Falls – Linda Falls - Katoomba.
Many walkers came by train
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
More strenuous than expected due to the poor condition of parts of the track along
Lindeman Pass, especially the section on the east side of the Sublime Point ridge.
Gloomy, overcast weather conditions didn’t help, nor did the presence of many leeches
in some boggy spots. “It wasn’t like this last time” was uttered more than once by those
who had been there before when the track was in better shape. Despite these
challenges there was a sense of achievement when we popped out on the tourist track at
Linda Falls late in the afternoon. The many steps up Fern Bower seemed easy after the
rough track and we arrived at Katoomba station about the same time as the rain set in.
SUN 12 APRIL – Day Walk
Metropolitan Area – Middle Harbour

Article I.

French's Forest - Bantry Bay - Manly Dam - French's Forest

Highlights & Memorable Moments:
We had clear blue skies all day. There were fantastic views of Bantry Bay, and many
pleasant water views as we went around Many Dam. In the following days a few of us
found that we had been attacked by tick larvae which caused red spots on our body. The
spots gradually subsided over the following week or two. Nevertheless the walk was a
good one, and there was much camaraderie in our group. In fact most of us finished the
walk by enjoying apple strudels and coffee/tea together at the Austrian Club at French's
Forest.
MON 13 APRIL – Day Walk - M111, 12km - Some suburban streets.
Metropolitan Area – Middle Harbour
Artarmon Station - Flat Rock - Tunks Park - Salt Pan Creek - Clive Park - Sailors Bay
Creek - The Redoubt - Sugarloaf Creek - Mt Sugarloaf - East Willoughby. Return to
Wynyard on the 207 bus.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
A pleasant day was had on a route that has many interesting features: bushland reserves,
interesting houses and gardens, and good views over Middle Harbour. There was a touch
of excitement when a stingray passed between a couple of us while we were wading
across the mud flat at the head of Sailors Bay. We stopped for lunch at the heritage
cottages on the foreshores of Sugarloaf Bay where there is a remarkably good view.
Several of the group took a short cut from here to the bus while the remainder climbed
Mt Sugarloaf and dashed to transport before heavy rain pelted down.
10 – 14 APRIL – (Fri – Tue) Q Extended Four Day Walk to 5 days - M222 (first day then
harder)
Kanangra – Kowmung – Cox – Kanangra Creek
Kanangra - Gingra Track - Kowmung River - Lower Gangerangs - Cox River - Konangaroo –
Kanangra Creek - Crafts Walls - Kanangra.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
Please see separate magazine articles.
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Activity
Participants
Denise Shaw
Julian Martin (P)
Rob McIlwaine
Geoff Coleman
Jo van Sommers
Ian Rannard
Kim Bailey
Misako Sugiyama,
Laurie Field
Rosemary
McDonald
Mike Arnott
Paul Young (P)
Danni Young (P)
Tarek Chouja (P)
Lorraine Scicluna
(P)
Janina
Grzazek
(P)
Col Rannard (V)
Nigel Weaver
Margaret Weaver
Peter Kaye
Gill Kaye
Terrence Biggs
Patricia Sherry
Kerrie Allsop
Karen Carkner
Jodie Zhang (P)
Heesuk Baek (P)
Yeok-ken (P)
William Francis (P)
Lloyd Francis (P)
Ian Rannard
Jan Roberts
Rosemary
MacDougal
Carol Werner
Rudi Werner
Belinda McKenzie
Col Rannard (V).

Don Finch Maestro”
Ros Finch
Greg
Libby
“Professor” Phil
Glen Draper
Stanley Wong
Alitia Dougall (P)
Shahram Landarani
Debbie
Karen
(P)
Stephen Brading
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Date, Walk Location & Route
10 –13 APRIL (Fri – Mon) – Four Day Walk - M323
ACT – Australian Alpine Walking Track
About 70 km along the Australian Alps Walking Track, from the Snowy Mountains Highway
across the upper waters of the Murrumbidgee, thence generally east, through Murray
Gap into the Bimberi Wilderness and the ACT. All between 1000 and 1500m, without any
big climbs.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
Please see separate magazine article
10 –13 APRIL (Fri – Mon)– Four Day Walk
Budawangs via Kaliana Ridge, through Monolith Valley and then explore
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
We walked up Kaliana Ridge on Friday morning to the base of the Castle and around the
castle. We decided to climb the Castle on Monday and to go straight for a camp cave for
the night. On Saturday we visited Crooked Falls on Angel Creek and took a very slow
route to Mount Tarn where we slept in another overhang on the end of Mount Tarn. We
skirted the base of the cliff around Mount Tarn on Sunday morning and found a fast track
back to Mount Cole and Mount Owen which we climbed and explored. On the way back to
Cooyoyo Creek we camped on top of Mount Owen. During the night fog came in, then
rain, so we headed straight back to the cars on Monday. No mishaps and a lot learnt.
10 –13 APRIL – Kayaking
Kangaroo Valley
SAT 18 APRIL – Canyon wet feet only - M233E, 12 km
Upper Blue Mountains
Burramoko Ridge firetrail - Baltzer Lookout - Hanging Rock - Crayfish Creek - Burra
Korain Ridge -Head Lookout and return
SUN 19 APRIL – Day Walk - M222, 10 km On track and foot pad
Upper Blue Mountains – Jamison Valley
Leura - Fairmont Resort - Roberts Pass - Lindemans Pass - base of Sublime Point and
Gordon Falls – Linda Falls - Katoomba.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
Lindemans Pass is more of a foot pad than a track and the rain for most of the day did
not improve things. The party still enjoyed themselves (whilst removing the odd leech)
and the Trolley Tours bus ride to Echo Point was most welcome. A visit to the Paragon
Café rounded off the day.

18 –19 APRIL (Weekend) - Coolana - Maintenance And Bush Regeneration
Kangaroo Valley
A pleasant weekend of light work and socialising around the evening campfire.
18 –19 APRIL (Weekend) – St Helena Crater - Bush Regeneration - M221
Lower Blue Mountains
Martins LO Springwood - Kings Link Track - St Helena F/T to St Helena Crater – St Helena
F/T Oaks F/T to Woodford
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
Combined effort of recovery for St Helena Crater from the devastation of weed growth
after the 2002 bushfires. Peter Miller of the Brisbane Waters Sports Club has put a huge
effort into this. He has NPWS on side and they are promising lots of effort and money.
The areas of weed must be mapped to show the extent of the problem Lots of GPS effort
required. GPS MOB (Man Over Board) Facility handy for someone falling into and
becoming lost in a blackberry patch some of which are over head height and cover huge
areas

Activity
Participants
Leigh McClintock
Maureen Carter
David Carter
Hiroko Clarke
Brian McGrath
Ian Wolfe

David Trinder
Melinda Turner
Andrew Vilder
Vivien de
Courcelles,
Emmanuelle
Convert

Patrick McNaught
Ron Watters
& Others
Peter Christian
David Trinder
Melinda Turner
& Others
Pam Campbell
Ron Watters
Patrick McNaught
Alan Oakey
Kim Bailey
David Trinder
Melinda Turner
Yvonne Brading
Stephen Brading
Rosemary
MacDonald
Daniel Lavers
Mark Leslie
Bill Holland
& Others
Jim Percy
Carol Lubbers
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Mid Week Walkers
Thanks to all those who emailed stating their
intention to participate in trips planned for this year.
It was encouraging to receive so many positive
comments. We now have over fifty people on the
newsletter email list. If you would like to be added to
this list please let me know.
We were at Jindabyne in March and a detailed report

This will be followed in June by a week (Monday 15th
- Friday 19th) in the cabins at Newnes. This area
offers so much for day walking, including a visit to the
Glow Worm Tunnel. Please let me know as soon as
possible if you would like to join us so that I can
finalise the bookings.
I have reviewed the programme for later months and
will confirm the detailed arrangements in following
bulletins. Most of you know that Fran and I will be
moving house down south to Shell Cove and this is
scheduled for very early June.
Fortunately we have several weeks remaining before
we move giving us enough time to pack as well attend
the vents on the programme.

will appear in this magazine. However I can report
that ten of us attended and thoroughly enjoyed
ourselves. The lodge was very comfortable and at a
very low cost. Maurie and Barbara Bloom led the
walking each day catering for both those who wanted
energetic walking with an easy option as well.
In April we had a cycling trip in Canberra. We stayed
in cabins in a caravan park, although some
preferred a tent. The Canberra colours in autumn
were a great show. There were cycle trips each day
but non-cyclists were also catered for.
In May we have a week (Mon 18th – Fri 22nd) at the
Will's property at Timor (in the Hunter Valley). Our
hosts have organised a great programme.

By the way, I have received advice that the
Currawong cottages on the Pittwater are still
available for rental and I have made a booking for 4th
- 7th August. Currawong has many advantages; close
to the city and handy for interesting walks. Also it
has a small golf course and tennis courts for those so
inclined. We have had some “fun times” there in the
past this year should be no exception.
Bill Holland

Breaking News: 2nd Fastest Team in Wild Endurance Challenge
Mary Liu and Helen MacDonald have just
participated in the Wilderness Society’s ‘Wild
Endurance Challenge’.
Together with their team, Happy Feet, they
completed the 100km course in an amazing 18
hours and 21 minutes. They were the second
fastest relay team to complete the course and
third overall.
The fundraising closing date is on Monday,
18th May, so there is still 2 weeks to sponsor
them. You can still give generously to the
Wilderness Society by clicking on the following
link to:
http://www.everydayhero.com.au/happy_feet
_3
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Stunned Mullets
New South Wales is a kayaker’s paradise. There are
countless waterways near Sydney- Sydney Harbour,
Middle Harbour, Pittwater, Narrabeen Lagoon,
Berowra Creek, Cowan Creek and the Hawkesbury.
Further south, there’s the Georges River and Port
Hacking.
Travelling either north or south from Sydney to the
Victorian and Queensland borders are countless
lakes and rivers. Coolana, the SBW property is on
the Kangaroo River, and is accessible downstream
from Tallowa Dam, or you can paddle there from
upstream.
The Sydney Bush Walkers have a kayaking/canoeing
group, sometimes referred to as the Stunned Mullets
which paddles reasonably regularly during the
warmer months. We often join forces with another
laid-back group, the Cirrhosis of the River.
We do both day and extended paddles. You can
carry far more in a kayak than in a backpack, camp
tables and chairs are common cargo. We paddle at a
moderate pace, stopping for morning tea and lunch
en route, and usually have breaks every hour to
stretch our legs. We camp in beautiful places often
only accessible by water, and always have a Happy
Hour which can be a real gourmet affair – real
bottles of wine - as weight isn’t so much of an issue.
Lots of bushwalkers find kayaking complements
walking – you get a different aspect of the bush
from waterways, nearly always far=from roads and
traffic. A lot of places we visit are only accessible
by water.

Social Notes
Hi Everyone,
SOCIAL GOSSIP!!!!!
An apology by me, Kathy, for you all not receiving
the Social Reminder BUT the Google group
distributer forgot to despatch it, SO PLEASE, always
diarise the social night so you couldn't possibly
forget it.
18 lucky people attended the April 15th Social
night and what a treat for the senses. Maureen &
David Carter shared their 2007 holidays to Ireland,
Croatia & Africa with us. I was in awe at the beauty
of these places and at David's photography. Croatia
is a real MUST see destination.
REMINDER NOW about MAY.
Cycling the West
Coast of the U.S. Yes it is a very beautiful part of
the world, whatever your prejudices may be
towards America.
See you there

By Kathy Gero

Winter Social Program
20 May
Cycling the West Coast of the USA by Jan
Mohandas.
Come and be inspired by the beauty of the
US and the group's fitness
Prospectives Members
Have you completed all of your
requirements for progression to full
membership?
Two day walks, one overnight walk,
first aid and navigation.

It’s not hard to learn to kayak. There are hire places
on the Harbour and Narrabeen Lagoon where you
can practise. We don’t paddle on the
open sea or down rapids (unless they are very
small).
For further information, contact anybody who is into
paddling including the newseditor@sbw.org.au or of
course Pamela Irving

By Pamela Irving

Great, then make sure you download
the “Full Membership Application”
form from the website and submit it.
We look forward to walking with you
soon.
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